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Abstract—This paper proposes an observer-based current con-
troller for a virtual synchronous generators (VSG) to improve its
operational performances. First, the model and the controllers
are analytically described. Two controller are compared to the
proposed one (PI integrating a state observer): a traditional PI
and a PI integrating virtual impedances for filtering. Secondly,
the advantage of the observer in the current controller loop
for the VSG application is studied and compared to the other
controllers. Finally, experimental results validate the capacity of
the VSG-based inverter to supply unknown and unpredictable
loads, thanks to the integration of the observer in the current
control loop.

Index Terms—Grid Forming Inverters, State Observer, Mi-
crogrids, Power Generation, Renewable Energies, State-Space
model, Synchronous Machine, Synchronverter, Virtual Syn-
chronous Generator

Nomenclature
Symbol Definition

ωr and ω0 Machine rotor electrical angular velocity and its base
value, ωr = ωrotor/ω0

id and iq Machine dq stator output current
VDC Inverter input DC voltage

αd and αq dq inverter output duty ratio
Vi, V d

i and V q
i Unifilar and dq inverter voltage considering:

Vi = α.VDC
2

E, ed and eq Single-line and dq filter voltage
Vg , V d

g and V q
g Single-line and dq grid voltage

iL, idL and iqL Single-line and dq output inverter current
ig , idg and iqg Single-line and dq grid inverter current
LL and RL Inverter’s inductance and resistor
Lg and Rg Grid’s inductance and resistor
Cf and Rf Capacitive filter’s inductance and resistor

Notation

In Eye matrix of size n
Oi,j Full zeros matrix of i rows and j colons
Mi,j Matrix of i rows and j colons
Mᵀ Transposed matrix of M
Ms Discrete state space model of M
M̂ Observed vectors or system
M+ Next step state-space value of M
M Extended state vector of M

I. INTRODUCTION

The microgrids have received substantial attention as possi-
ble relevant solution for integration renewable energy sources
(RES), for allowing the energy access to remote locations and
also ensuring a potential increase of the system resiliency and
reliability. Indeed, in recent years, the traditional distributed

energy resources (DER) supplying energy to microgrids (usu-
ally diesel generator-sets) are supplanted by supplier based
on RES. However, their intermittency leads to major stability
issues, especially in the context of microgrids, notably because
these sources usually decrease the available inertia of an
already weak grid [1]. Hence, the traditional control strategies
for inverters, interfacing the various DERs connected to the
microgrid, needs adapting.

The virtual synchronous generator (VSG) is one of the
most popular solution that can participate in increasing the
microgrids inertia and also easily be integrated into traditional
stability studies because it presents similarities with an actual
synchronous machine [2], [3]. Various projects have shown
the advantages of VSG for the insertion of renewable energy
source in microgrids [4], [5]. Other researches emerge with
various topologies, based for instance on a simplified [6], [7]
or an algebraic model [8], [9].

The most frequently used solution is a multi-loop control
architecture that implements three regulations, namely on
current, voltage and frequency [10], [11]. The controllers are
developed to both increase the performances of the VSG
in terms of capacity to follow the reference of the model
of the synchronous machine and to minimize the creation
of oscillations at the output of the inverter. The oscillations
are caused partly by resonances occurring after the grid’s
frequency which then destabilize the controlled system [12].
To that end, we can cite for example the integration of a
proportional integrator (PI) and a resonant regulators [13], a
robust H∞ method [14] or a fuzzy controller [15].

To the best of our knowledge, the use of an observer has
not been considered in the controller of a VSG. The solution
proposed in this paper is a combination of a PI controller
and an observer to improve the performances of the VSG, in
terms of rapidity and stability during load impacts, and avoid
resonances thanks to the reconstruction of the characteristics
of the load by the observer.

In this paper, the first part details the model used to
represent the grid-connected inverter. Then, based on this
model, the proposed controller of the VSG is analytically
described considering the addition of a state-space observer.
Then, in a second part, the improvement due to the observer
are highlighted with an analytical analysis. Finally, in the
last section, experimental results are shown to validate the
operational behavior of the proposed control architecture for



Fig. 1. Single-line inverter’s connection to the grid.

TABLE I
INVERTER PARAMETERS.

Parameter Values Unit

LL 870 e3 H
RL 7.1 e3 Ω
Lg 60 e3 H
Rg 10 e3 Ω
Cf 152 e−6 F
Rf 10 e3 Ω

a VSG considering the integration of the state-space observer.

II. MODELS FOR THE VSG CONTROLLER

The model of the inverter is expressed in the dq-frame and
in per unit (p.u.). The synchronous machine model reference
in the VSG-based inverter has been extracted from [16] and is
based on initial developments presented in [17]. In addition,
as the proposed current controller has been developed using a
state-space model, any other model of synchronous machine
can be implemented, for instance just the swing equation if
ever only virtual inertia is needed.

A. Grid Connected Inverter

Fig. 1 and Table I detail the parameters used to model the
inverter and its connection to the grid. The inverter’s resistor
RL, the resistor of the capacitive filter Rf and the grid line
resistor Rg are not neglected. Hence, a RL-RC-RL output
inverter filter is preferred for an increased accuracy instead of
the traditionally used LCL output filter. The inverter’s outputs
are defined in the dq-frame in (1).
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B. State-space Model

To simplify and express (1) in a state-space framework, we
assume that ωr = 1. This assumption is relevant since the
dynamic frequency variations of the microgrid is limited to less
than 10 % of the nominal value. This leads to the following
state-space model of (2).

ẊSY S = A.XSY S +B.USY S +G.WSY S (2)

Where XSY S represents the state vector, USY S the ma-
nipulated inputs and WSY S the exogenous inputs defined in
(3). The matrices A, B and G, based on the above inverter’s
models are proposed in Appendix.

XSY S =


idL
iqL
ed

eq

idg
iqg

 ;USY S =

[
V d
i

V q
i

]
;WSY S =

[
V d
g

V q
g

]
(3)

For a model that can be easily implemented in an industrial
card, a discrete-time version of the above state-space model is
used and defined in (4).

X+
SY S = As.XSY S +Bs.USY S +Gs.WSY S (4)

Where X+
SY S represents the next state-space value of the

vector XSY S . The matrices As, Bs and Gs are the discrete
state-space matrices of the continuous state-space model,
defined in (2).

III. DESIGNING THE CONTROLLER OF THE VSG
The objective of the current controller is to follow the

reference currents defined by the synchronous machine model
in various configurations of load variations. The current con-
troller solution can be divided in two parts: the observer and
the controller [18]. Thanks to the observer, the output load is
reconstructed while the current controller uses the estimated
load and the reference to choose the values of the manipulated
variables, helping to supply the necessary output currents to
the load should the estimation of the latter be correct.

A. Current Controller

The current controller has to force the inverter output
currents idL and iqL to follow the synchronous machine model
current references, noted id and iq , by providing the duty ratios
to the inverter, αd and αq . In this section, the analytic PI
controller model, previously used in [17], is described, based
on the previous state-space model.

The controller’s output, noted ε, is the difference between
the inverter’s currents , idL and iqL, and the references, the
currents id and iq . Hence, the output ε is defined in (5).

ε =

[
id − idL
iq − iqL

]
=

[
id
iq

]
+Cs.XSY S ;

With Cs = −
[
I2 O2,4

]
(5)

The state-space integrator, noted εPI , is considered added
to the current controller with the dynamics expressed in (6).

ε+PI = εPI + ε (6)

The controlled inverter duty ratio in the dq-axis and p.u.
is defined in (7), where Kp and Ki are the controller’s
parameters, Kp ∈ M2,2 and Ki ∈ M2,2.[
αd

αq

]
=

2

VDC
.

[
V d
i

V q
i

]
=

2

VDC
.

([
ed

eq

]
+Kp.ε+Ki.εPI

)
(7)



Hence, considering (2), (6) and (7), the PI controller model
is detailed in (8).

[
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B. State-space Observer

The objective of the observer is to reconstruct, based on
the available measures, the load variations at the output of the
filter, characterized by the grid output voltages, V d

g and V q
g ,

and the grid output currents, idg and iqg . The output inverter
currents, idL and iqL, and voltages ed and eq , are also measured
by dedicated sensors.

As the load is not represented by a model but by its current
and its voltage, the state observer model is true and not
impacted by the characteristics of the load connected to the
output of the controlled system.

The outputs vector Y , aggregating all measurements, is
defined as Y =

[
idL iqL ed eq

]ᵀ
. The linear combination

of the state and input vectors is expressed in (9).

Y = Cs
obs.XSY S ; with Cs =

[
I4 O4,2

]
(9)

The exogenous input WSY S is considered as a constant
during multiple periods, so we have W+

SY S = WSY S . The
model considered for the discrete observer is detailed in (10).{

X
+
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s
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s
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s
. X
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]
;

B
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[
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]
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s
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[
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obs O4,2

]
(10)

Fortunately, the new extended model is observable consid-
ering the inverter parameters presented in Table I. Therefore,
it is possible to compute a matrix gain L of a linear state
observer, L ∈ M8,2, expressed in (11).X̂

+

=
(
A

s −L.C
s
)
.X̂ +B

s
.USY S +L.Y

Ŷ = C
s
.X

(11)

C. Controller Integrating An Observer

The concatenation of the current controller model, expressed
in (8), and the observer model, expressed in (11), provides the

(a) Magnitude

(b) Phase

Fig. 2. Bode diagram of the current controllers: traditional PI, PI with virtual
impedances (“PI+filters”) and PI with state observer (“PI+observer”).

PI controller integrating a state-space observer, defined in (12).[
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D. Comparison Of The Controllers

The PI current controller, presented in (8), is compared with
the PI controller integrating a state observer, presented in (12),
as well as with a previous solution deployed in a VSG-based
inverter at the Schneider Electric laboratory: a PI controller
integrating stabilizing virtual impedances [17].

Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b present the three currents controllers, the
traditional PI controller (“PI”), the PI controller with virtual
impedances (“PI+filter”) and the PI controller with a state
observer (“PI+observer”), in bode diagrams. Magnitudes and
phases, based on the input voltages V d

g and V q
g are proposed,

considering the output controlled duty ratios αd and αq .
The magnitude characteristic, in Fig. 2a, show that the

current controllers “PI” and “PI+filter” present similar mag-
nitudes, with a high resonance peak at high frequencies. This
resonance is reduced for the “PI+filter” thanks to the insertion



(a) PI

(b) PI+observer

Fig. 3. Traditional PI and PI with state observer (“PI+observer”) inverter’s
duty ratios during a three-phase short-circuit (simulation).

of the virtual resistance, but remains nevertheless relatively
important. The disadvantage of the high frequencies resonance
peak is that it has a real impact on the stability of the system,
especially during short circuits, which is a major disadvantage
for these two controllers. The “PI+observer” possesses a quasi-
constant magnitude characteristic. It can be noted that, thanks
to the integration of the observer, the resonance peak is
drastically reduced. Hence, the observer helps significantly
stabilizing the current controllers.

On the phase characteristics of the current controllers,
Fig. 2b, it can be noted that the phase shift for the “PI” and
the “PI+filters” is important and can reach up to 720 °. The
insertion of virtual impedances, in addition of consuming some
power and decreasing the total efficiency, increases indeed
significantly the phase shift between the inputs and the outputs.
The phase shift of the “PI+observer” is mainly constant and
close to zero. So, a major advantage of the integration of a
state observer in the current controller is that it permits to
mainly keep the phase shift between the voltages inputs and
the controlled duty ratios constant and almost zero.

To conclude with this comparison, Fig. 2 illustrate the
benefit of a state observer in the current controller in greatly
stabilizing the system, especially during high frequencies
phenomena as short-circuits, in addition to reduce the phase
shift between the input voltages, V d

g and V q
g , and the output

controlled duty ratios, αd and αq .
Fig. 3 represents the inverter’s three phases duty ratios

for both the PI and PI+observer controllers, during a three-
phase short-short-circuit of 50 ms. As detailed in the Bode
analysis, the PI controller is unstable during short-circuits
and the addition of an observer stabilizes the response of the
controlled system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, the advantage of the state observer integrated
to the PI current controller for the VSG-based solution are

experimentally validated.

A. Experimental Set-up

A power-in-the-loop (PHIL) approach has been used to
validate the proposed solution as the transfer of the VSG-based
control to another inverter requires significant costly material
and human investments. To that purpose, in the facilities of the
G2Elab, a laboratory-scale prototype has been built to develop
and validate, for various scenarios, control strategies that
enhance the capabilities of inverter-based generation systems
notably used for renewable energies such as photovoltaic [19]–
[21], wind turbines [22], [23] or microgrid controllers [24].

The test-bench is constituted of two main systems: the VSG-
based inverter and the microgrid used to validate the portability
of the control to another inverter. Each system can be divided
in two layers: software and hardware. The software layer is
also split in two: one for the inverter control and one for the
emulated microgrid. Both are controlled and represented by
their associated real-time digital simulators, dSPACE® and RT-
LAB® respectively.

Due to the test-bench technical configuration, both simula-
tors, dSPACE® and RT-LAB®, are simultaneously used, but at
different frequencies. The emulated microgrid is controlled at
a fixed frequency of 20 kHz and the VSG control (including
the pulse width modulation switching frequency) have been
tested for a frequency of 10 kHz.

The hardware part of the microgrid consists of a connection
to the local distribution grid, real controllable loads (able
to create unbalanced operation) and the power interface that
controls the power amplifier, in turn used to emulate the
microgrid. The emulated microgrid’s model is developed using
MATLAB®/Simulink® and then integrated in the RT-LAB®

platform at a frequency of 20 kHz. The emulated micro-
grid contains traditional, industrial, nonlinear and unbalanced
loads, two different power sources, a diesel engine generator
and a VSG-based inverter. There is the possibility to create
faulty conditions at the point of coupling to validate the real
VSG-based inverter stability during a fault.

Fig. 4 presents the schematic diagram of the laboratory-scale
PHIL prototype system put in place to validate and compare
the VSG-based current controllers. It is constituted of:
• Real and emulated, balanced and unbalanced loads;
• Emulated industrial and nonlinear loads (for instance a

2 kVA induction motor);
• Other power sources: an emulated VSG of 4 kVA, an

emulated generator of 4 kVA and the possible connection
to the local distribution grid;

• Faults generation capabilities in both an emulated and a
real microgrid.

B. Experimental Results

Fig. 5 shows the transient dynamic behavior of the VSG-
based inverter under a resistive 20 kW load shedding with the
PI controller integrating (Fig. 5b) or not (Fig. 5a) the state-
space observer. The VSG-based inverter is supplying, at the
inverter’s maximal power, a 4 kW load. After 50 ms, the load



Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the laboratory-scale PHIL prototype system put in place to validate VSG-based controllers.

(a) “PI”

(b) “PI+observer”

Fig. 5. VSG three phase output voltages and currents during a load shedding.

is disconnected to simulate a large load shedding. Fig. 5a
shows that the PI controller integrated in the VSG is unstable
when the VSG is off-loaded, which constitute a major issue
preventing its validation for future developments.

As the VSG mimics a synchronous machine, the operated
range should be similar: loads ranging from 0 % to 100 %
of apparent power. However, other tests (not proposed in this
paper) were also conducted on the VSG in closed-loop with
the PI controller, showing that the system is unstable if the
load shed consume more than 70 % of the VSG active power or
more than 30 % of the VSG reactive power. These phenomena
are linked to the magnitude resonance peak that can be seen
in Fig. 2a.

For information, this controller is also failing short-circuit
tests. Indeed, during short-circuits, the saturation of the in-

verter is often reached. The problem is that, even after the
disappearance of the short-circuit, the closed loop PI controller
behavior cannot reach a stable state again. The main problem
is in fact that the control does not take into account phenomena
that can destabilize the closed-loop system [12].

On the contrary, Fig. 5b shows that the PI controller inte-
grating a state observer is stable when the VSG is off-loaded
in the same conditions. Thanks to the observer, minimizing the
resonance peak, the perturbation due to the load shedding is
rejected. The VSG-based inverter stays stable during and after
the perturbation. The output current of the inverter is going
from its nominal value, 10 A supplying a 4 kW load, to 0 A
after the load shedding. The outputs voltage increases when
the load is disconnected, but rapidly stabilizes, in less than
a period, 0.02 ms, at its nominal value. Comparing Fig. 5b
and Fig. 5a, the observer clearly stabilizes the system when
submitted to this harsh event, which was anticipated based
on the analysis of Fig. 2a. Other tests, not detailed in this
paper, were also conducted on the VSG implementing the
PI controller and the state observer: load impacts, highly
inductive loads variations, unbalanced or non-linear loads,
parallel operations as well as short-circuit. Thanks to the
integration of the observer, the VSG remains stable during
those tests in the microgrid represented in Fig. 4.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a control architecture based on the state-space
model, combined with an observer, is proposed to enhance
the stability of an inverter-based generator operated as a
virtual synchronous generator (VSG) in a microgrid. VSGs are
submitted to sudden and almost unpredictable load variations
at the microgrids level. Hence, the proposed controller has
been designed as a solution to face the unpredictability of
load consumption, thus decreasing risks of instability thanks
to the integration of an observer.

First, the state-space model is expressed based on the grid-
connected inverter. Second, the controller, including a state
observer, of the VSG-based inverter is detailed. The addition
of an observer allows the VSG solution to survive harsh events
as it is analyzed with a Bode representation, in comparison
with more traditional controllers (only a PI and a PI including
virtual impedances as filter). Finally, the paper concludes
with experimental results validating the relevance and the



robustness of the proposed control of the VSG. The current
controller integrating a state observer is able to face a 100 %
load impact as well as short-circuits. The stability of such
solution is thus validated.
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APPENDIX
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